ABSTRACT Recently, a modeling method for head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) in the spatial domain is proposed based on spherical wavelets. Because spherical wavelets are local functions on the sphere, HRTF local features can be efficiently represented by using a small number of analysis functions. This sparse representation method enables to control the spatial resolutions of a desired local region on the sphere with the expansion coefficients. Meanwhile, the conventional HRTF spatial variations models based on spherical harmonic decomposition, which is able to represent the HRTF coarse structure well with lower order models. In this paper, a modeling method of the HRTF spatial features is proposed by combining the spherical harmonics and spherical wavelets, which represents the coarse structure and spatial detail of the HRTFs, respectively. The numerical experiment results show that the proposed joint modeling method has smaller approximation errors within the frequency range of 7 kHz compared with 15 orders spherical harmonics modeling when the same number of parameters is used for representing the HRTF magnitude in all directions. In the comparisons with higher orders spherical harmonics modeling, the proposed joint modeling method yields smaller approximation errors within the frequency range of 20 kHz. Furthermore, the proposed joint modeling method is expected to help interpret the spatial cues in which the low orders spherical harmonic coefficients corresponds to head shadow effects while the spherical wavelet coefficients corresponding to the residual finer details may be interpreted as pinna effects. A tool for the HRTF spatial feature extraction is provided in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
The spatial hearing ability plays an important role in human life communications. Auralization and binaural audio technology have been growing fast with the research and development of virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) in the past decades. The spatial cues of spatial hearing perception has been extensively studied. According to the literature, the human hearing perception is mainly explained based on binaural and monaural cues, which account for the horizontal and elevation localization, respectively. Binaural cues mainly represent the differences of the received sounds between the left and right ears, which include the interaural time difference (ITD) and interaural level difference (ILD) [1] .
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The monaural cues, mainly known as the spectral cues of the received sound related to the elevation direction play an important role in the elevation localization [2] . Apart from the spatial cues for the direct sound, the reverberation also plays an important role in the spatial hearing impression [3] . Although listeners have the ability to localize static sounds, dynamic cues which include the head movement also help with the external perception of the sound image and disambiguity of the front-back confusion [4] , [5] . Basically, the spatial hearing is shown to be integrated perception depending on many factors and acoustic cues [6] . Besides, the research of HRTFs can also help with the audio related applications like teleconference, hearing aids, game audio, and so on.
Over the past decades, many acoustic researchers have had many attempts to simulate virtual spatial sounds based on signal processing techniques. The basic principle of binaural audio is rendering a virtual sound by convolving a source audio in space with a pair of head-related transfer function (HRTF). The HRTF is a function which describes the sound transmission characteristics from a certain sound source in spatial to the ears of a listener [7] , [8] . Based on the binaural rendering with HRTFs, it is possible to produce a sound over headphones or other virtual auditory displays (VADs) that appears to come from a specific position in space relative to the listener's head. Ideally, the reproduced virtual sound through headphones is perceptually indistinguishable from a real sound of the corresponding spatial location [9] . Audio processing based on HRTFs have been playing an important role in the design of psychoacoustic experiments, which may also help to understand the mechanism of human sound perception. HRTFs are functions which are related to the physical acoustic properties, thus, depending on many variables including direction, distance and frequency of the sound source. HRTFs are always obtained through measurement or calculation at a large number of discrete directions in space. To date, there exists several HRTF databases which contain HRTFs of multiple subjects [10] - [14] . Generally, acquisition of HRTFs through measurements is more accurate although always requires long time and complex equipment. Simulations enable to obtain HRTF at arbitrary positions however suffer from available computational resources and may not be as accurate as the measurement method.
The original data of the HRTFs in the database is always preserved as impulse responses at each time or frequency bin and in each direction. Those point-by-point data is usually difficult to handle for the purpose of analysis and applications of HRTF, such as real-time processing, HRTF smoothing and so on. For this reason, HRTFs are conventionally modeled with filters or analysis functions [9] , [15] , namely, the original raw data can be represented as the small number of parameters instead. Since HRTFs are physical variables depending on many parameters, such like frequency, direction, and distance, they can be modeled in a variety of ways. This study mainly focuses on the spatial domain modeling, which represent the HRTF magnitudes along the direction in space.
The representation of surface functions on the sphere has been much investigated based on spherical harmonics that are orthogonal functions on the sphere [16] . In the field of acoustics, spherical harmonics has also been regularly applied for the decomposition of sound field, which is the basic principle of the higher order ambisonics [17] . In the past, HRTF spatial characteristics have been much studied based on spherical harmonic decomposition, which represent the HRTF magnitudes along the direction as a weighted sum of spherical harmonic functions [15] , [18] , [19] . Recent study also employs spherical harmonics for modeling the HRTFs with a variety of applications including rendering volumetric sound sources and interpolation with spatial aliasing cancellation [20] , [21] . Since the spherical harmonics are global functions on the sphere covering all directions in space, they are good at approximating the coarse structure of the target function, while struggles to capture the fine detail of the HRTF. Beside, spatial principal component analysis has also been tried in a previous research [22] . A previous study suggest that modeling with a low order based on spherical harmonic decomposition can provide a good description of the HRTF coarse structure [23] . However, there also exists a study shows that the truncated order representation also has a detrimental effect on the frequency content of the signal and its perceived timbre, due to the rapid roll-off at high frequencies [24] . The spherical harmonics are functions with equal resolutions on the sphere; while this is not consistent with the human hearing perceptual facts which suggest that human has different perceptual resolution of the spatial hearing along the direction [25] , [26] . Therefore, it is necessary that the HRTF spatial patterns should also be analyzed locally in different directions. Spherical wavelets are local functions with compact support on the sphere, thus may be suitable for locally analyzing the HRTFs. The classic wavelet theory generates a series of wavelets based on the translation and dilation of a mother wavelets. While this classic wavelet theory is rather difficult to be extend for constructing discrete wavelets on the sphere [27] . A popular method of constructing discrete wavelets is based on the lifting scheme and has been widely applied in the field of computer graphics [28] . The spatial patterns of HRTFs consist of different spatial variations and shapes in different local regions that are called local features on the sphere. Recently, a new method is proposed to model the HRTFs with spherical wavelets, which shows a better performance of capturing the HRTF local features than the spherical harmonic method [29] , [30] . Besides, locally modeling HRTF spatial patterns further allows for controlling the spatial resolutions in space with the expansion coefficients. Inspired by the two above methods, this study considers a joint modeling of HRTFs, in which the HRTF coarse structure is modeled as a low-order spherical harmonic representation, and the residual fine detail is captured with spherical wavelets methods. The main difference between the proposed method and the spherical wavelet method [30] is that the proposed method first approximate the coarse structure based on a low order spherical harmonics and use spherical wavelets to model the residual part, while the previous study [30] uses spherical wavelets alone for modeling both the coarse structure and local features. This proposed method is expected to have smaller approximation error than the spherical harmonic method when representing the HRTF magnitudes in space with same number of parameters. The structure of this paper is organized as below. Section 2 reviews the modeling of HRTF magnitudes along the direction using spherical harmonics and spherical wavelets. Section 3 proposes the joint modeling methods with spherical harmonics and spherical wavelets for HRTF modeling. Section 4 conducts the numerical experiment for the proposed method, which is followed by the conclusion in section 5. A point source r = (r, θ, φ) with its distance r in the coordinate system is shown as Fig. 1 . Although the HRTFs in the spatial domain is a complex value which contain both magnitude and phase, this study only focuses on the HRTF magnitude. According to the literature, the HRTF may be represented with the minimum phase model in which the binaural complex-valued HRTFs can be represented with HRTF magnitudes and the interaural time delay (ITD). Therefore, the HRTF magnitude and phase can be treated separately [9] .
A. REAL SPHERICAL HARMONICS BASED MODELING
The target HRTF magnitude H (θ, φ) along the direction can be represented as a weighted sum of real-valued spherical harmonics as the function below [15] .
where Y m n (θ, φ) denotes the spherical harmonic (SH) function of order n and mode m; hs m n is the corresponding expansion coefficient, which is a overall description of the spatial frequency of the target function. An real SH function of order n and mode m is described in (2) [17] .
Here, P m n is the associated Legendre function of order n and mode m. 
In practice, the target HRTF dataset is available only at discrete samplings of directions. Therefore, the decomposition can be described in a matrix form in (4) .
where H is the vector target HRTF dataset and W is the matrix of spherical harmonics up to a certain order, in which each column is spherical harmonic for a certain order and degree. C is the vector of expansion coefficients. A typical way to obtain the expansion coefficients is based on the least square fitting method.
where W + is the generalized inverse of matrix W. In practice, additional regularization or preprocessing is required to calculate the expansion coefficients with non-uniform samplings or absent portions of directions on the sphere [31] , [32] . In this study, the target HRTF is obtained through calculation in nearly uniform and complete sampling directions on the sphere, which is a good fit with the least square fitting method in (5).
B. SPHERICAL WAVELETS BASED MODELING
Different from spherical harmonics that have equal spatial resolutions in all directions, spherical wavelet functions are localized in space and characteristic scales, which covers spatial variations of different resolutions in different local regions on the sphere. A target function on the sphere can be modeled with a sparse representation of the spherical wavelet basis which consists of scaling functions at the lowest scale level and wavelet functions at the subsequent scale levels. A scaling function and wavelet function are denoted as ϕ j,k and ψ j,i , respectively, where j is the scale level index, k ∈ K j the position index of scaling functions at level j, and i ∈ I j the position index of wavelet functions at level j. The subsequent vertexes are defined by adding a midpoint at each projected edge of the previous level, namely K j+1 = K j ∪ I j . The spherical wavelets has more compact support as the level index j increases. In this study, the discrete biorthogonal spherical wavelet functions proposed by Schröder and Sweldens [28] are used. The scaling functions at level 0, ϕ 0,k are localized based on an icosahedron sampling with 12 points uniformly distributed on the sphere. Fig. 3 shows the scaling function at level 0, and wavelet functions from level 0 to level 2 on the sphere. Fig 4 are the manifold sampling for locating the spherical wavelet function at different levels. Although there should be multiple types of spherical wavelets, here in this study, spherical wavelets with the butterfly scheme are used in consistent with the previous study [30] . A target function f on the sphere can be represented as a linear combination of the spherical wavelet functions, with each basis function weighted by a corresponding expansion coefficient.
Here, λ 0,k is called scaling or approximation coefficients which represent the low pass content of the target function at the root level 0. γ j,i is called wavelet or detail coefficients which represent the band and high content corresponding to the decomposition level j.
The general form of the forward transform of a function λ is shown as below.
whereh andg denote the decomposition filters for calculating the approximation coefficient λ j,k and wavelet coefficient γ j,i respectively. Similarly, with the defined synthesis filter h and g, the approximation coefficient λ j+1,l at the higher scale j + 1 can be obtained through the following backward transform.
To decompose a target function to the root level, the forward transform is performed recursively starting from the highest level to the level 0. The other way around, the target function can be approximated by controlling the expansion coefficients with the purpose of reconstructing the high accuracy HRTF in a certain local regions or compressing the data size by preserving a small number of expansion coefficients.
III. JOINT MODELING OF HRTF WITH SPHERICAL WAVELETS AND SPHERICAL HARMONICS
The motivation of the joint modeling of HRTF is that the spherical harmonics provide a good description of overall spatial features of HRTFs in all directions, while the energy of spherical wavelets is locally concentrated which captures the local features of the HRTFs. From a perceptual point of view, VOLUME 7, 2019 the spherical wavelet analysis also allows for controlling the spatial resolution of the reconstructed HRTF in different regions according to the perceptual importance. In the joint modeling, the spherical harmonics represent the low resolution coarse structure and the residual spatial detail is modeled by the spherical wavelets. The similar work with this joint modeling can also be found in the field of computer graphics and physical geodesy [33] , [34] .
For the target HRTF magnitude H (θ, φ), its coarse structure H c (θ, φ) can be approximated with SHs up to a low order N c , which is given by
Here, hc m n denotes the expansion coefficient of spherical harmonic Sh m n (θ, φ) in this low order approximation. The total number of parameters of this low-order approximation is (N + 1) 2 .
The residual part H d (θ, φ) is defined as the difference between the original HRTF magnitudes H (θ, φ) and the coarse structure H c (θ, φ). The residual part mainly contains fine detail of the HRTF and may be modeled based on the spherical wavelets with the following equation:
where I is the truncated level scale, and hr i is the corresponding coefficient of spherical wavelet Sw i (θ, φ) in the reconstruction.hr i are first obtained through forward spherical wavelet transform in equation (7), and the residual HRTFs are recovered through the backward transform in equation (8) .
With this joint modeling method, the target HRTF magnitudes can be finally approximated by adding the approximated coarse structure and fine detail of the HRTFs as described with the function below.
This study can be regarded as a following study of the previous method [30] , in which the HRTF magnitudes are represented with spherical wavelets alone. The main difference is that our proposed method first captures the coarse structure based on a low order spherical harmonic representation with a very small number of parameters, and then applies spherical wavelets for modeling finer details which lies in the residual part. This combination method has been seen in field of computer graphics and physical geodesy [33] , [34] . However, according to the knowledge of us, this combination method has not been applied in the acoustic field for the purpose of modeling HRTF. Besides, the proposed method also has its novelty when considering the perceptual characteristics of HRTFs. According to [23] , the low-order spherical harmonic decomposition seems to provide a good performance for human sound localization. Therefore, it may be a better choice to model the coarse structure with spherical harmonics rather than spherical wavelets as shown in [30] . It can be summarized that the spherical harmonic decomposition is more efficient to represent the baseline performance for human sound localization, while the spherical wavelet representation is better to capture the finer details which may contribute to the perception of timbre [24] .
IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT A. TARGET HRTF
Although the HRTF is more commonly obtained through measurement, HRTF acquisition through calculation becomes popular since it enables to generate HRTF at arbitrary positions including the near field HRTF which is difficult for the conventional measurement method [35] , [36] . Here in this study, the target HRTF is a set of calculated HRTFs at the distance of 1m whose samplings match the 4th subdivision of an icosahedron, with a total number of 2562 directions, which is downloaded from the dataset introduced in [36] . The readers are suggested to know about the details of boundary element method in [37] , [38] . This target HRTFs cover a frequency range from 93.75 Hz to 20 kHz, with frequency intervals of 93.75 Hz. The target HRTF magnitude are represented in the decibel scale in order to better reflect the human hearing characteristics [23] . The example of the target HRTF magnitude at 6 kHz is shown in Fig. 5 . 
B. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION
The accuracy of the HRTF modeling is evaluated based on an objective evaluation based on the following equation by calculating the root-mean-square value of the log-magnitude distance from the target HRTFs to the approximated ones:
where H (θ, φ) and H apx (θ, φ) are the log-magnitude of the target HRTF and approximated HRTF along the sampled direction (θ, φ); the total number of sampled directions is J . The HRTF is a physical variable that describe the sound transmission characteristics, while the spatial hearing is a kind of subjective perception. Please note that this error metric may be not necessarily well reflect the actual subjective performance of the HRTFs. And currently no well-known sound localization models are available for predicting the human sound localization performance based on the HRTF.
C. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The numerical experiments are conducted with MATLAB. The idea of comparing the modeling performance of different methods is to calculate the Err values for each modeling method under the condition that a same number of modeling parameters are used. As for the modeling based spherical harmonics, the target HRTF are approximated up to a certain truncated order N , thus the joint modeling method is conducted with a same total number of parameters (N + 1) 2 . When modeling HRTF magnitudes based on spherical wavelets, since the expansion coefficients are mostly close to 0, those Ns spherical wavelets of the highest expansion energy are preserved, and the rest low-valued energy are discarded in the reconstruction [30] . Before removing the low-valued the coefficients, the spherical wavelets are normalized to have same energy. To define a preserved spherical wavelet, two parameters are required: its position index i and level scale . Therefore, the total number of modeling parameters is 2N sw when N sw spherical wavelets are preserved in the reconstruction.
To compare the performance between modeling with spherical harmonics and the proposed joint modeling method, the total number of parameters should satisfy, (N + 1) 2 = (N c + 1) 2 + 2N sw , where N c is the truncated SH order for capturing the coarse structure of the target HRTF, and N sw is the total number of spherical wavelets used for the reconstruction of the HRTFs in the proposed method. The joint modeling is built as section III In the following numerical experiment, the truncated order for the coarse structure approximation is set as N = 5. The transform process is shown in section II. Fig. 6 shows the results of approximation errors between the spherical harmonic method (truncated up to oder 15, 20, 25, and 30) in (1) and the proposed joint modeling method in (11) when using a same number of parameters.
The simulation results suggest that, when modeling with a relative lower resolution (modeling with 15 orders SHs in Fig. 6 (a) ), the proposed method performs better than the spherical harmonic method only at a frequency range from 3kHz to 7kHz. As the compared modeling resolution is increased, the proposed joint modeling method obviously outperforms the spherical harmonic method (Fig. 6 (b) , Fig. 6 (c) , and Fig. 6 (d) ). It may be explained that as the modeling resolution increased, more spatial detail will be captured and the advantage of spherical wavelet based modeling for the detail part become more obvious.
The result above considers the data-driven motivation for HRTF compression. While it may be more fascinating to consider the human perceptual characteristics to further remove the complex spatial variations in some local regions however with little perceptual importance. That will only preserve the perceptual important HRTF spatial patterns with the proposed joint method and should show more advantage than the spherical harmonic method which cannot control the spatial resolution of HRTFs locally in space.
To better interpret the proposed joint modeling method, Fig. 7 shows an example of approximating the target HRTF at 6 kHz (Fig. 5 ) based on the spherical harmonic method (Panel (1)) and proposed joint modeling method (Panel (2)), which yield approximation error of 0.93 dB and 0.40 dB, respectively. With direct observation, the proposed joint modeling method has a very close approximation to the target HRTF magnitude in Fig. 5 . However, the spherical harmonic method in panel (1) appears to lose some spatial detail especially in the contralateral side approximation. Beside, the approximated HRTFs in the ipsilateral side in panel (1) appear ''wavy'' which may bring uncontinuous perceptual artifacts. Panel (3) is the approximated HRTFs with 5 order spherical harmonic expansion in which the HRTF coarse structure has been successfully captured and the head shadow effect is clearly reflected. The approximated residual part in panel (4) suggests that the approximated HRTFs in the ipsilateral side are mostly close to 0 except a few local regions where it may be modeled with a small number of spherical wavelets, while those in the contralateral side with complex spatial variations may require much more number of spherical wavelets for modeling. However, according to a perceptual study [39] , the complex spatial variations of HRTF in the contralateral side may be of little perceptual importance for sound localization. While there also exists a study suggesting that the low magnitude part may also contribute to the perception of timbre [24] . Therefore, it still remains unknown whether those low magnitude HRTFs are perceptually unimportant or not.. Fig. 8 plots the representation example at 8.3 kHz, which as a consistent result as Fig. 7 . An assumption may also be made that the low order spherical harmonics modeling for the coarse structure correspond to the head shadow effect, while this interpretation becomes difficult for the modeling of HRTF local features which always requires complex combination of high order spherical harmonics. It has been shown there is a correspondence between the HRTF local features and higher level expansion coefficients of the spherical wavelets [29] , [30] . The residual finer detail modeled by the spherical wavelet expansion may be more related to the pinna effect filtering. Therefore, the proposed joint modeling method may also provide a tool for spatial feature extraction for potential processing and applications like HRTF estimation and individualization.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The traditional modeling of HRTF spatial patterns is based spherical harmonic decomposition which is an overall description of HRTF in all directions. Therefore, spherical harmonics are good at modeling HRTF coarse structure however struggle to capture finer details of the HRTFs. Inspired by a recent study which models HRTFs based on spherical wavelets, this paper proposes a method for HRTF magnitude modeling with combining the spherical harmonics and spherical wavelets, which are expected to represent the coarse structure and spatial detail, respectively. According to the numerical simulation, the proposed methods have a smaller approximation error than the spherical harmonic method when using a same number of parameters in the numerical experiments within the audible frequency range of 7 kHz. The advantage can be extended to frequency as high as 20 kHz with higher orders spherical harmonics modeling. Besides, this study also provides a tool for feature extraction of HRTF corresponding to the head shadow and pinna effects, which may be further used in related applications such as HRTF preprocessing and HRTF personalization.
Apart from this data-driven modeling idea, the spatial detail may also be controlled locally with the spherical wavelet coefficients by considering the psychoacoustic fact that human's sound localization resolutions vary according to the direction which means the required resolution for binaural rendering is different for sound sources of different directions [26] . We may also have the assumption that the low order spherical harmonic decomposition may well interpret the head shadow effects within the HRTF coarse structure, and the spherical wavelet decomposition for modeling the residual part may be more related to pinna effects. Future plan of this study will consider target HRTFs of multiple subjects.
